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Abstract Recent studies encourage the development of sensorially-enriched media to enhance 
the user experience by stimulating senses other than sight and hearing. Sensory effects as odor, 
wind, vibration and light effects, as well as an enhanced audio quality, have been found to 
favour media enjoyment and to have a positive influence on the sense of Presence and on the 
perceived quality, relevance and reality of a multimedia experience. In particular, sports is 
among the genres that could benefit the most from these solutions. Several works have 
demonstrated also the technical feasibility of implementing and deploying end-to-end solu-
tions integrating sensory effects into a legacy system. Thus, multi-sensorial media emerges as a 
mean to deliver a new form of immersive experiences to the mass market in a non-disruptive 
manner. However, many questions remain concerning issues as the sensory effects that can 
better complement a given audiovisual content or the best way in which to integrate and 
combine them to enhance the user experience of a target audience segment. The work 
presented in this paper aims to gain insight into the impact of binaural audio and sensory 
(light and olfactory) effects on the sports media experience, both at the overall level (average 
effect) and as a function of users’ characteristics (heterogeneous effects). To this aim, we 
conducted an experimental study exploring the influence of these immersive elements on the 
quality and Presence dimensions of the media experience. Along the quality dimension, we 
look for possible variations on the quality scores assigned to the overall media experience and
to the media components content, image, audio and sensory effects. The potential impact on
Presence is analyzed in terms of Spatial Presence and Engagement. The users’ characteristics
considered encompass specific personal affective, cognitive and behavioral attributes. At the
overall level we found that participants preferred binaural audio over standard stereo audio and
that the presence of sensory effects increased significantly the level of Spatial Presence.
Several heterogeneous effects were also revealed as a result of our experimental manipulations.
Whereas binaural audio was found to have a generalized impact on the majority of the quality
and Presence measures considered, the effects of sensory effects concentrate mainly on the
Presence dimension. Personal characteristics explained most of the variation in the dependent
variables, being individuals’ preferences in relation to the content, knowledge of involved
technologies, tendency to emotional involvement and conscientiousness among the user
variables with the most generalized influence. In particular, the former two features seem to
present a conflict in the allocation of attentional resources towards the media content versus the
technical features of the system, respectively. Additionally, football fans’ experience seems to
be modulated by emotional processes whereas for not fans cognitive processes –and in
particular those related to quality judgment– prevail.
1 Introduction
The concepts of Presence –related to the subjective sense of Bphysical transportation^– and of
Quality of Experience (QoE) –associated to quality perception– are at the core of the two
major approaches analyzing the psycho-physiological mechanisms that underline user experi-
ence with media. Although these concepts proceed from different contexts and research
communities, recent studies not only demonstrate their general validity but also suggest
fundamental interactions between their constructs (see [24] and citations therein).
There is wide consensus among Presence and QoE researchers on the potential of multi-
sensorial immersion to deliver an enhanced media experience. The Presence research com-
munity supports the hypothesis that the more extensive an immersive system is (i.e. in terms of
the number of human senses engaged), the greater its capability to evoke Presence [49].
Similarly, QoE researchers encourage the development of sensorially-enriched media as a
mean to enhance the user experience by stimulating senses other than sight and hearing [46]. A
growing body of empirical evidence supports these theoretical premises. Sensory effects as
odor, wind, vibration and light effects, as well as an enhanced audio quality, have been found
to favour media enjoyment and to have a positive influence on the sense of Presence and on
the perceived quality, relevance and reality of a multimedia experience [19, 25, 54, 74, 90, 94].
In particular, action movies, sports, news and documentaries are among the genres that could
benefit the most from these solutions [95].
From a technical perspective, several works have shown that it is technically feasible to
implement and deploy an end-to-end solution integrating sensory effects into a legacy system
(see for instance the implementations in [42, 50, 93, 104]). The development and official
release of the MPEG-V standard (and in particular, of its Part 3 – Sensory Information [34])
represents an important step towards the leap of multi-sensorial media from experimentation to
the digital services arena. The standard establishes the architecture and associated information
representations for the interaction and interoperability between virtual worlds (i.e., multimedia
content) and real worlds through various sensors and actuators. The Part 3 defines a set of
sensory effects (e.g., light, temperature, wind, vibration, touch) and associated semantics to
deliver multi-sensorial content in association with multimedia. Thus, multi-sensorial media
emerges as a mean to deliver a new form of immersive experiences to the mass market in a
non-disruptive manner. However, many questions remain concerning issues as the sensory
effects that can better complement a given audiovisual content or the best way in which to
integrate and combine them to enhance the user experience of a target audience segment.
In particular, scientific evidence on the impact of human factors on the user experience with
multi-sensorial media is still insufficient and sometimes, contradictory. Furthermore, the
associated implications, as regards to the potential adoption of these technologies, have been
widely ignored. Previous works as those in [2, 44, 53, 97, 101] point to a direct impact of
factors such as extraversion, openness to experience, impulsivity, dissociation, locus of control
and domain-specific interest and knowledge on the user experience with media. Most of them
highlight also the mediating role of attentional processes in the elicitation of Presence.
Contradictory results are reported, however, as regards to the influence of factors as focus
(ability to concentrate on activities and block out distraction), psychological absorption,
immersive tendency and neuroticism. Against this context, an empirically-supported frame-
work enabling a systematic program of research on the subject would be highly useful to
contextualize and consolidate previous results and to build further scientific knowledge.
The objective of the research presented in this paper is to gain insight into the
impact of binaural audio and sensory (light and olfactory) effects on the sports media
experience, both at the overall level (average effect) and as a function of users’
characteristics (heterogeneous effects). To this aim, we conducted an experimental
study exploring the influence of these immersive elements on the quality and Presence
dimensions of the media experience. Along the quality dimension, we look for possible
variations on the quality scores assigned to the overall media experience and to the
media components content, image, audio and sensory effects. The potential impact on
Presence is analyzed by looking at two of the four dimensions defined by Lessiter et al.
[48]; Spatial Presence and Engagement. The users’ characteristics considered encom-
pass specific personal affective, cognitive and behavioral attributes, namely individuals’
preferences and habits in relation to the content, knowledge of the involved technolo-
gies, tendency to get emotionally involved and tendency to get absorbed in an activity
(blocking out external distractors), as well as the Big Five personality traits extraver-
sion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and openness to experience.
In line with our goals and considering previous results in the state of the art, we hypothesize that:
H1 both binaural audio and sensory effects have a significant average effect on the Quality of
Experience and on the dimensions of Presence;
H2 the impact of binaural audio and of sensory effects on:
a. the Quality of Experience is different for sports (football) fans and non-fans and
across groups of participants with different levels of knowledge of involved
technologies;
b. the level of Engagement is different for sports (football) fans and non-fans and across
groups of participants with different levels of tendency to get emotionally involved,
openness to experience, neuroticism and extraversion; and,
c. the level of Spatial Presence is different for sports (football) fans and non-fans and
across groups of participants with different levels of tendency to absorption and
openness to experience.
Our findings are expected to contribute to a framework for systematic research on the user
experience with multi-sensorial media. In particular, they could support the formulation of
specific hypotheses addressing the potential of binaural audio and light and olfactory effects to
enhance the sports media experience of different users segments as a function of their
characteristics.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of
relevant work with regard to our approach and objectives; Section 3 details the experimental
study conducted; Section 4 presents the outcomes of the three-step analysis developed;
Section 5 discusses and contextualizes our results; and, Section 6 highlights open issues and
research challenges and suggests specific hypothesis to be tackled in the future.
2 Related work1
2.1 The media experience: presence, emotions and quality judgment
Quality of Experience (QoE) research focuses on the factors and mechanisms that influence
the subjective quality assessment of a multimedia asset (i.e. the content quality as perceived by
an individual). The construct has been formalized as: Bthe degree of delight or annoyance of
the user of an application or service (…) which results from the fulfillment of [his/her]
expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the
light of the his/her personality and current state^ [46]. The factors influencing the QoE can be
of contextual, technical and human nature. Contextual factors have been defined as those Bthat
embrace any situational property to describe the user’s environment^ [41]. These not only
concern the physical context, but also other dynamic or static features of economic, social or
technical nature [46]. Technical factors (also known as system factors) refer to those condi-
tioning the resulting technical quality of an application or service [41]. Different categories of
system factors have been proposed in literature, both from a technical perspective, in which
they are divided according to the related components of the service architecture/chain, and
from a user perspective, considering their final influence/manifestation during the experience
[11]. Last but not least, human factors comprise those features that characterize the user and
have an influence on his/her perception of quality. The bounding effect of these factors in the
perceived quality of a multimedia asset is discussed in Section 2.2.
The sense of Presence, defined as the subjective experience of being in one place even
when the person is physically located in another [79], is at the core of research on user
experience with entertainment technologies, with particular emphasis on interactive computer-
generated applications. Presence has been found to be strongly related to the capability of a
mediated environment – including 3DTV, videogames and artistic and cultural heritage virtual
environments (VEs) – to elicit emotions [61, 90] and, in particular, enjoyment [73, 85]. In
consequence, an enhanced sense of Presence is considered to have a direct impact on the
adoption potential of these applications.
The factors influencing Presence can be associated to the media form, the media content or
the media users [49]. Media form is related to the extent and fidelity of sensory information
and to the consistency between the sensory inputs/outputs presented through the different
modalities [33, 49, 79]. In other words, it encompasses those features characterizing in an
objective manner the capability of a specific software and hardware solution to deliver a rich
and consistent multi-sensorial media content in a transparent manner (i.e. as an invisible
medium).
Media content is a very broad category concerning issues such as the story, messages,
objects, activities or characters presented. In particular, some content characteristics identified
as determinants of Presence are: social realism, autonomous behavior and appearance of
characters and objects, the ability to modify the physical environment and to anticipate the
effect of an action and possible interactions between the type, nature and complexity of tasks
or activities [33, 49, 69, 78].
As regards to the characteristics of the media user, Presence has been found to be
significantly influenced by emotional, cognitive and motivational-behavioral factors, such
as: immersive tendency (measured in terms of absorption and emotional involvement),
attention, relevance, skill, perceived control, challenge, cognitive capabilities and personality
traits [1, 17, 47, 57, 86, 97]. Interestingly, these outcomes are in coherence with Nabi and
Mrcmar’s [55] theory of media enjoyment as an attitude discussed below. That is, although
different in focus and approach, these works point to a strong interaction among the cognitive-
affective assessment of the media experience (i.e. expressed in the form of a holistic quality
judgment of the media form and content components presented), the emotional response and
the perceived level of physical Presence. We discuss further on the impact of human factors on
the media experience in Section 2.2.
The most commonly used measures of Presence are based on subjective ratings through
questionnaires [69]. Among the most prominent measuring tools are the Presence question-
naire developed by Slater and colleagues over a number of studies [89]; Witmer and Singer’s
Presence Questionnaire [102]; and the ITC Sense Of Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI) devel-
oped by Lessiter et al. [48]. Whereas the former two questionnaires examine the sense of
Presence in computer generated environments, the ITC-SOPI instrument was conceived to
measure Presence-related facets of the user experience across a range of media, including
television and cinema. A total of 604 individuals provided responses to the initial list of 63
Presence-related items. Using principal axis factoring analysis, Lessiter et al. extracted four
factors: Sense of Physical Space (also known as Spatial Presence), Engagement, Ecological
Validity (also referred as Naturalness), and Negative Effects. Taken together, the former two
factors accounted for more than 25 % of the variance. The Sense of Physical Space encom-
passes items referring to the sense of physical placement in the mediated environment and
Engagement comprises items describing a tendency to feel psychologically involved and to
enjoy the content.
2.2 The bounding effect of human factors
2.2.1 Attitudes
The psychological mechanisms underlying user experience with multimedia applications have
been widely studied although not completely understood. In a holistic approach, Nabi and
Mrcmar [55] conceptualize media enjoyment as an attitude, a broad psychological construct
defined as Ba relatively enduring organization of beliefs, feelings, and behavioral tendencies
towards socially significant objects, groups, events or symbols^ [32]. This approach is
supported by a broad body of evidence on the influence of affective, cognitive and behavioral
factors on individuals quality judgment of and emotional response to media [55, 60, 75, 87, 96,
105].
The tripartite structure of attitudes has been encompassed into the ABC model [21, 52]. The
Affective dimension (A) refers to the individual’s emotions in relation to the attitude object (in
our analysis, the media content). This dimension has been studied mainly in terms of media
enjoyment, which is at the core of the intrinsic motivations and effects of media use [71].
Media enjoyment has also been found to be linked to entertainment as a media effect, which at
the same time correlates with some of the more frequently reported motivations for media use:
arousal, to pass time, relaxation and to escape. In this sense, media provides a means to escape
to a fantasy world where emotions can be experienced [71].
The Cognitive (C) components, which have been studied to a lesser extent, concern
personal beliefs and knowledge in relation to the attitude object. Finally, the Behavior (B)
dimension deals with the influence of attitude on behavior and encompasses forms as past or
ongoing viewing experience and past behaviors or behavioral intentions in relation to the
content [55]. The B dimension is frequently addressed under the assumption of consistency,
which holds that an individual’s behavior shall be consistent with his/her affective and
cognitive attitudinal components. However, neither this principle nor a clear distinction
between the ABC components have been supported by empirical research in a consistent
manner [22, 45, 52].
According to Eagly and Chaiken [21] attitudes are critically expressed by Bevaluating a
particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor^ (i.e. by means of a quality judgment).
In this sense, the attitudinal attribute structural consistency is analyzed in [91] to deal with a
person’s overall evaluation of an object, with the evaluative implications of his/her beliefs and
emotional reactions to the object and with the multiple interactions among these. In particular,
several authors emphasize the importance of attributes such as valence (positive or negative),
the intensity (i.e. psychological significance) of attitudes and previous knowledge and expe-
rience in relation to the attitude object [21, 55, 91]. The relevance of measurement specificity
(i.e. by clearly identifying the element to be assessed) is also highlighted in [55] as a means to
properly contextualize the evaluation and therefore obtain more reliable assessments.
2.2.2 Personal characteristics and personality traits
Many different characteristics of the media user have been suggested to have an influence on
the media experience. Along each of the three dimensions defined by the attitudes theory, these
characteristics can be classified as encompassing from situation specific factors as mood before
or during the media use [49] to more enduring features or states as personality traits [66].
However, empirical evidence about the role of personal characteristics on the user experience
with media is still quite limited.
Situation specific factors may condition the physical, cognitive and affective state of the
user immediately before or during the exposure to media and, in consequence, may have an
important effect on the user experience. However, these factors are usually extremely dynamic
and the variability of their impact across individuals can be very high. Furthermore, only a few
of these variables, as may be visual fatigue derived from a deficient 3D production, can be
controlled in a consistent manner by a technical system. Thus, predictions on the influence of
state variables on the user experience are rarely included in a general model [101]. Conversely,
enduring personal characteristics enable the characterization of the media user in a more
consistent manner. In the following we present some of the most relevant factors found in
the state of the art to have an influence on the user experience with media. The emphasis is on
empirical studies.
In [49], Lombard and Ditton reviewed previous literature with the aim to identify factors
that encourage or discourage a sense of Presence in media users. The factors analyzed
encompass characteristics of media form, characteristics of media content, and characteristics
of the media users. From the last group, the authors highlight knowledge and previous
experience with media and personal relevance of the content as some of the user factors more
likely to influence Presence.
According to the theoretical model proposed by Wirth et al. [101], the construction of
Spatial Presence follows a two-stage process. The first level encompasses the construction of
the spatial situation model; a mental model of the mediated situation that integrates spatial-
related information. According to the authors attention allocation plays a dominant role in this
step, which is heavily affected by three main individual characteristics, namely psychological
absorption, domain-specific interest and spatial visualization ability. Wirth et al. also identify
intelligence, gender and age as other (secondary) user variables that could have an influence on
the controlled (i.e. voluntary) allocation of attention. In the second level, Spatial Presence is
generated by the confirmation of a specific perceptual hypothesis addressing the individual
perception of self-location in (and frequently also of possible actions within) the depicted
environment. Factors as individual cognitive involvement and willingness to suspend disbelief
are considered to favour this process of perceptual hypothesis testing.
In [102] Witmer and Singer analyze, among other issues, how personal differences affect
the perceived level of Presence. This was made in terms of immersion, under the assumption
that the greater the sense of immersion the higher the level of Presence experienced by the user
of a mediated environment. To measure the Immersive Tendency of an individual, Witmer and
Singer propose the Immersive Tendency Questionnaire (ITQ). The structure and utility of the
proposed scales were analyzed within and across four experiments involving 152 participants.
The experiments combined different levels of task difficulty and environment complexity, as
well as different types of visualization and interaction devices. A cluster analysis on the
resulting data revealed three subscales, namely involvement (propensity to get involved
passively in some activity), focus (ability to concentrate on enjoyable activities and block
out distraction), and games (frequency of playing games and level of involvement in these
games). Only two of the four experiments revealed a significant correlation between the
reported levels of Immersive Tendency and Presence. However, a significant correlation
between these measures was found by combining the data across experiments. Witmer and
Singer’s Immersive Tendency Questionnaire is one of the most widely used instruments to
measure the personal tendency to get immersed in a mediated environment.
Similarly, the Big Five factors extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism
and openness to experience are considered the most comprehensive dimensions of personality
[40]. Extraversion implies an energetic approach toward the social and material world. That is,
it measures to what extent an individual is oriented toward the external world (the opposite to
introvert) and encompasses traits such as sociable, active, assertive, outgoing and emotionally
positive. Agreeableness contrasts a prosocial and communal orientation towards others with
antagonism. Agreeable persons can be generally described as trustful, helpful, altruist, tender-
minded and modest. Conscientiousness describes socially prescribed impulse control that
facilitates task- and goal-directed behavior. It is generally associated with individuals that that
tend to think before acting, perform well following norms and rules, planning, organizing and
prioritizing tasks and that are hard-working, reliable, organized and self-disciplined. The trait
has been also related to an increased perceptual sensitivity. Conversely, neuroticism contrasts
emotional stability and even-temperedness (low scores) with negative emotionality, such as
feeling anxious, nervous, sad, and tense (high scores). People scoring high on neuroticism are
usually nervous, insecure, anxious, vulnerable and excitable. Finally, openness to experience
(vs. closed-mindedness) describes the breadth, depth, originality, and complexity of an
individual’s mental and experiential life. This factor is related to personality traits as adven-
turous, liberal, imaginative, receptive to new ideas and approaches and having a preference for
variety [5, 38, 39, 63].
The work by Weibel et al. [97] analyzes the relation between immersion and the Big Five
personality traits. The authors rely onWitmer and Singer’s Immersive Tendency Questionnaire
and on the NEO Five-Factor Inventory to measure the individuals’ immersive tendency and
personality traits, respectively. To examine the dimensionality of immersive tendency Weibel
at al. conducted a factor analysis on the ITQ scale. In contrast to Witmer and Singer’s
classification, they obtained two factors that explained 17.32 % and 8.11 % of the variance.
The first factor consists of five items that capture emotional reactions during media usage and
during (day) dreaming and thus, it was classified as emotional involvement. The second factor
was classified as absorption since it comprises four items that refer to focused attention, lost
track of time perception and involvement in the sense of blocking out external distractors.
Weibel et al. explored the connection between immersive tendency and the Big Five person-
ality traits using structural equation modeling. The subdimension immersive tendency was
found to be almost entirely determined by emotional involvement. The construct, as well as the
subdimension emotional involvement, resulted to be positively correlated with openness to
experience, neuroticism and extraversion. Neuroticism showed the highest influence. The three
variables explained around one third of the variance of immersive tendency and of emotional
involvement. Conscientiousness and agreeableness were not found to be related to immersive
tendency. Interestingly, the subdimension absorption was found to be influenced only by
openness to experience. In other words, individuals who score high on openness to experience
are more prone to get emotionally involved in and to get absorbed by media than those who
score low. Conversely, users with high scores on neuroticism and extraversion show an
increased tendency to get emotionally involved only.
Sacau et al. [66] conducted an extensive literature review on the influence of human factors
on Presence. The personal characteristics analyzed encompass categories as cognitive abilities,
practice and demographic factors and personality traits. Within the first category the authors
highlight memory and reasoning, spatial and psychomotor abilities and the capacity to identify
and manipulate visual patterns. They hypothesize that these abilities may increase plot
comprehension and enable a fluid navigation through and an enhanced perception of spatial
sceneries, respectively. Concerning practice and demographic factors, Sacau et al. point to
level of experience, domain specific knowledge, gender and age. As regards to the former
factor, the authors hypothesize that experienced users are more able to focus attention on
meaningful details of the mediated environment than naïve individuals. A similar effect is
envisaged for general knowledge in relation to the content. Concerning this factor, the authors
believe that it could have also a negative impact since experts are supposed to pay more
attention to errors or wrong portrayals. The potential impact of gender and age on the user
experience is suggested to be related to gender differences in spatial abilities and to the
negative effect of age on individuals’ capability to allocate attentional resources respectively
(see [66] and citations thereof).
Sacau et al. examine several experimental works as those of Sas and O’Hare [67], Laarni et
al. [44], Murray et al. [53] and Baños et al. [2]. Sas and O’Hare found a correlation between
the personality factors psychological absorption, empathy and willing to suspend disbelief and
the reported level of Presence. Laarni et al. [44] found a significant relation between Presence
and factors as extraversion, impulsivity and focus (as defined by Witmer and Singer) and
suggest that attentional processes may have a mediating role in the elicitation of Presence.
Neuroticism, however, was not found to be correlated with Presence. The work by Murray et
al. [53] revealed a significant correlation between Presence and two of the four factors
analyzed: dissociation and locus of control. The other two factors, namely psychological
absorption and immersive tendency were not found to be related with Presence. Conversely,
Baños et al. [2] found that the higher the absorption susceptibility, the greater the level of
Presence experienced by an individual. As pointed out by Sacau et al., although many of these
works coincide on the instruments used to measure personality factors as absorption and
immersion, there are significant differences among their approaches as regards to the Presence
questionnaires used, the methodology followed, the media stimuli applied and the technical
features of the visualization system employed to deliver it.
Jumisko Pyykkö [41] identifies three major user’s characteristics that, according to
previous works, have an impact on the Quality of Experience. These are user’s
relation with the content, quality expectations and knowledge about the characteristics
of quality under study. Within the first category, personal interest in the content is
highlighted as one of the factors with the highest influence. Concerning the last one,
several works reveal that experienced evaluators are more critical and also more
consistent in their evaluations than naïve assessors [28].
Scientific evidence on the influence of human factors on the user experience with media
(and in particular, with multi-sensorial media) is still insufficient and sometimes, contradictory.
An empirically-supported framework enabling a systematic program of research in this field is
required to contextualize and consolidate previous results and to build further scientific
knowledge.
2.2.3 Multimodal perception
From a broad psycho-physiological perspective quality judgment is framed by the human
perception mechanism, which flows at two main levels: the early sensory processing level,
aimed at extracting relevant features from the incoming multimodal sensory information, and
the high-level cognitive processing level, focused on conscious interpretation and judgment
[26, 41]. Although this classification has been useful for analysis purposes, the boundaries
between the two processing levels are not clearly established. In fact, the tight interactions
between these two processes have shown to enable complex cognitive learning mechanisms
such as the absorption of new knowledge [56] or the development of specialized (e.g. image-
based diagnosis) [80, 99] or general [16, 81] perceptual skills.
The mechanisms characterizing the processing of multiple simultaneous sensory inputs and
their integration into a single, coherent and meaningful stimulus (i.e. multimodal perception),
have not been entirely characterized yet. However, there is strong evidence of the integration
and sharing of perceptual information since the very early sensory processing stages [13, 72]
and of the modulating effect of factors such as knowledge, emotions, expectations, attitudes
and goals on the relative importance of sensory modalities and their attributes, as well as on the
orientation of attentional resources accordingly [6, 15, 37].
The presence of a given modality can distort or modulate (either intensifying or attenuating)
the perception and relative importance of other modalities (see [72] and citations thereof). For
instance, several works reveal complex bidirectional interactions between vision and sound,
both in terms of the potential of vision to alter the perception of speech and the spatial location
of audio sources and of the influence of audio on vision in terms of temporal resolution,
intensity, quality, structure and interpretation of visual motion events [12, 51, 62, 68, 74].
Similarly, the sense of smell has been found to be influenced by other senses such as sight,
hearing and touch [58]. Furthermore, it has the potential to evoke vivid memories and
emotional reactions, it is mostly associated to personal relations and experiences and the
related preferences are highly variable across individuals [31, 58, 100, 103]. Interestingly,
smell technologies also raise health and privacy concerns as regards to the use of chemicals
and to the possibility of misuse, respectively [58].
The majority of these empirical findings support the modality appropriateness hypothesis,
which argues that the modality that is most appropriate or reliable with respect to a given task
dominates the perception in the context of that task [98]. However, this and other approaches
still require further elaboration to better explain complex effects such as the wide variety of
responses to inter-sensory divergent events reported in literature.
2.3 The impact of multi-sensorial immersion on the user experience
The effectiveness of a mediated environment to evoke cognitive and emotional reactions in a
similar way to non-mediated experiences is heavily conditioned by the consistency between
the displayed environment and an equivalent real environment as regards to the user experi-
ence [8, 18]. Two main components contributing to this realistic response are identified in [77].
These are: place illusion, defined as the subjective sense of being in a real place (i.e. Presence);
and, plausibility illusion that refers to the illusion that the scenario being depicted is actually
occurring, even when the person is cognitively aware of the fact that it is not. In this sense, the
plausibility judgment is highly related to the capability of the system as a whole to produce
events that are meaningful and credible as concerns to the individual’s expectations [77].
The capability of a technical system Bto deliver an inclusive, extensive, surrounding and
vivid illusion of reality to the senses of a human participant^ has been defined as immersion
[76, 79]. An immersive system can be characterized in terms of four major dimensions such as:
inclusive, the extent to which it is able to isolate the physical reality; extensive, the range of
sensory modalities addressed; surrounding, the extent to which the user is physically
surrounded by the displayed environment; and, vivid, the resolution, fidelity and variety of
the sensorial stimuli delivered through each sensory modality. Each of these dimensions can be
present at different levels and scales [79, 83].
The independent and combined influence of system factors (including media form and
content variables) on Presence and quality judgment has been analyzed extensively in scien-
tific literature. For instance, the relative influence of narrative, interaction and immersion is
qualitatively explored in [7] using omnidirectional video. Participants described transitions
between the real and the displayed environment as disturbing and therefore, requiring a
recalibration of the senses. Under this engaging experience, users found difficulties in
following a story line (in particular at the beginning). The hand-based interaction put in place
was qualified as highly intuitive and participants felt as if they were discovering and exploring
the (mediated) environment. An interesting outcome of this study is the observed influence of
immersion and interaction on the perception of narrative and vice versa. As highlighted by the
authors, these components need to be carefully balanced to deliver a suitable framework for
Presence.
As regards to the effect of specific system factors, an increased audio quality (e.g. through a
realistic aural rendering of events or the use of auditory cues), is considered to have a
significant impact on the sense of Presence and on the perceived QoE [30, 74, 90]. In [90],
stereo and six-channel reproduction showed a strong positive impact on the emotional
response and the reported levels of Presence and emotional realism. Similarly, the introduction
of spatialized audio resulted in higher Presence scores in [30]. In [74], the relative influence of
image quality (high definition vs. standard definition) and sound quality (Dolby 5.1 surround
sound vs. Dolby stereo) on Presence and enjoyment is studied. No significant effects of image
quality were found. In contrast, the impact of sound quality on Presence and enjoyment was
shown to be significant.
Furthermore, a significant cross-modal influence of audio on visual quality and vice versa
has been reported in [4, 27]. Beerends and Caluwe [4] found a bidirectional interaction
between video and audio, being the influence of video quality on the perceived audio quality
significantly (about six times) higher than the inverse effect. In coherence, the overall
perceived audiovisual quality was found to be dominated by the video quality in
nonconversational experiments. Hands [27] studied the relative influence of video and audio
on the perceived quality of the overall audiovisual content. He conducted two experiments
using musical audio-video and high-motion content. The analysis revealed that the overall
quality of the audiovisual content results from the integration of audio and video qualities
using a multiplicative rule. For the musical audio-video content the contribution of both
modalities was significant, being the impact of audio quality slightly higher than the impact
of video quality. For high motion content, however, video quality was weighted significantly
higher than audio quality.
An opposite outcome is reported by Knoche et al. [43]. The authors conducted an
experiment aimed at analyzing the image resolution and bitrate requirements for displaying
multimedia content on mobile devices. The interaction between the perceived image and audio
qualities was examined by considering four different image resolutions, seven video encoding
bitrates, two audio bitrates and four content types. The authors found that the acceptability of
the video was rated significantly higher at the lower audio bitrate. Surprisingly, this effect held
constant across the full range of bitrates, image resolutions and content types.
Less traditional stimuli such as wind, vibration and light effects have also shown a
significant impact on the user experience (both in terms of enjoyment and QoE), in
particular with genres such as action movies, sports, news, documentary and to a lesser
extent, commercials [19, 94, 95]. In [19], meaningful lighting effects complementing
selected pieces of film and music were presented to a group of users. Participants
believed that Blighting effects made watching movies or listening to music a very
enjoyable and a more immersive experience^. In [94], Waltl et al. explore the impact
of wind, vibration and light effects on video at four different bitrates using a trailer of
an action movie (high-motion content) and a nature documentary. On average, the 24
participants in the experiment valuated higher the video quality of the test sequences
when sensory effects were present in comparison to the same sequence without sensory
effects. Additionally, sensory effects were found to be more appreciated for documen-
taries than for action movies, being the difference between the Mean Opinion Score
computed for the test sequences with and without sensory effects of 0.6 and 0.4 points
respectively. In [59, 95], the same authors found a positive impact of these effects on
the QoE and on the intensity of emotions like happiness, fun or fear.
Likewise, the sense of smell has the potential to evoke vivid memories and
emotional reactions, it is mostly associated to personal relations and experiences,
and the related preferences are highly variable across individuals [31, 58, 100, 103].
Interestingly, smell technologies also raise health and privacy concerns as regards to
the use of chemicals and to the possibility of misuse, respectively [58]. Olfactory
effects have been found to have a positive influence on the perceived quality,
relevance and reality and on the reported enjoyment of a multimedia experience.
Ghinea and Ademoye [25] propose the use of olfactory data as a mean to enhance
the meaning and provide clarity of user presented information and increase the sense
of reality and enjoyment in multimedia applications. To explore users’ perception of
olfaction-enhanced multimedia, the authors conducted an experiment using six video
sequences; two cookery shows, three documentaries and one piece of news broadcast.
Each test sequence was enhanced with a meaningful smell (different smells were used
for each test sequence). Participants were asked to rate the impact of olfaction on the
media experience in terms of issues as the perceived levels of relevance and reality,
how distracting or annoying they find it and, the level of enjoyment experienced.
Users reported that the scents emitted were relevant and heightened the sense of
reality of the video. In general, they did not find the added olfactory media distracting
or annoying. Conversely, although participants enjoyed slightly more the olfactory-
enhanced media experience than the traditional one, the difference in the opinions of
the two participant groups was not found to be significant.
3 Experimental study
As introduced before, the work presented in this paper has a twofold objective. We aim to: (i)
explore the average impact of two immersive components, namely binaural audio (BA) and
sensory effects (SE), on the user experience; and, (ii) reveal possible heterogeneities (if any) of
these effects as a function of participants’ characteristics and personality traits. Considering the
similarity of our goals with those of industrial research, we inspired on previous works on
experimentation in industry (see for instance [9, 10]) to design an experimental study
addressing the abovementioned objectives.
In our experiment, we analyze the impact of binaural audio and sensory effects on the
quality and Presence dimensions. Along the quality dimension, we look for possible variations
on the quality scores assigned to the overall media experience (i.e. QoE) and to the media
components content, image, audio and sensory effects (i.e., QoC, QoI, QoA and QoSE,
respectively). The potential impact on Presence is analyzed by looking at two of the four
dimensions defined by the ITC-SOPI questionnaire [48], namely Spatial Presence and En-
gagement. We also analyze the influence on these quality and Presence measures of a set of
variables describing the following characteristics of individuals: preferences and habits in
relation to the content, knowledge of the involved technologies, tendency to get emotionally
involved and tendency to get absorbed in an activity and block out external distractors and the
Big Five personality traits extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and
openness to experience.
In line with our goals and considering previous results in the state of the art, we hypothesize that:
H3 both binaural audio and sensory effects have a significant average effect on the Quality of
Experience and on the dimensions of Presence;
H4 the impact of binaural audio/sensory effects on:
a. the Quality of Experience is different for sports (football) fans and non-fans and
across groups of participants with different levels of knowledge of involved
technologies;
b. the level of Engagement is different for sports (football) fans and non-fans and across
groups of participants with different levels of tendency to get emotionally involved,
openness to experience, neuroticism and extraversion; and,
c. the level of Spatial Presence is different for sports (football) fans and non-fans and
across groups of participants with different levels of tendency to absorption and
openness to experience.
The following sub-sections describe in detail the materials and methods used in our
experiment.
3.1 Experimental set-up
The end-to-end hybrid (internet-broadcast) 3DTV system described in [50] was deployed in a
laboratory environment as illustrated in Fig. 1. The system was configured to transmit the
additional content (i.e. BA and the control commands triggering the SE) encapsulated in the
transport stream using the broadcast network. At the receiver side, this content is delivered
using a local IP network that connects the receiver gateway with the visualization terminal and
the sensory devices deployed. For a synchronous rendering of sensory effects we used
presentation time stamps referred to the Program Clock Reference (PCR). In practice this
configuration ensured a maximum delay of one second between a specified timestamp and the
Fig. 1 Conceptual framework, high level architecture and main components of our test bed
triggering of the corresponding sensory effect in the rendering device. For a detailed technical
description of the implementation the reader is referred to [50].
The laboratory environment was set up to recreate a standard living room. The
physical configuration of the room, including the relative position of the furniture and
equipment, is depicted in Fig. 2. The viewing distance was equal to 3.5 m and the
viewing angle was under 30° as recommended in [44]. All the experiments are
conducted under the same ambient conditions and avoiding any interruption. The
LEDline unit was placed on the front of the sofa, attached all along the lower frame,
just behind the observer’s feet. The scent vaporizer was placed near the bottom-right
corner of the TV screen at a distance of 3.2 m from the observer in the horizontal
plane and at a height of 0.38 m from the floor.
The main features of the hardware and software components integrated in the set-up are
summarized as follows (the number of units used is included in parenthesis):
– Control station: (1) Intel Xeon W3565 3.2 GHz, 6 GB RAM, Graphic card: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 580 1536 MB GDDR5, Windows 7 (64 bits)
– Transmitter: (1) PROMAX MO-170 DVB-T; (1) DTU-225 FantASI USB-2 ASI/SDI
Input Adapter (DekTec); (1) Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz, 2 GB RAM, NVIDIA Quadro FX 3000
256 MB, Windows 7 (32 bits)
– Receiver: (1) Intel Core2 Duo CPU E7300 2.66 GHz 2 GB RAM, ASUS My Cinema
DVB-T Card, Debian GNU/Linux 6.0. Kernel release: 2.6.32
– TV screen: (1) Samsung SmartTV 46″ UE46F5700AW; (2) active stereoscopic glasses
– Sensory devices:
& (1) Headphones sennheiser HD 545 (used only when Binaural Audio is activated)
& (1) Olfactive Spirit Pro perfume diffuser with fragrance cartridge CUT GRASS
& (1) PHILIPS LEDline2 BCS722 48xLED-LP/WW 6, comprising 16 triads of non-














Fig. 2 Physical configuration of the test environment
– KNX devices: (1) KNX/IP Router REG-K; (1) KNX/DALI Gateway REG-K/1/16(64)/
64; (1) KNX Blind Actuator REG-K/4x/10
3.2 Content
The audiovisual content used presents a report of a premium football match between the
Spanish teams F.C. Barcelona (FCB) and Real Madrid C.F. (RMCF). A setup of Panasonic
LDK 800 cameras with Canon optics was deployed in the field to capture and producea
stereoscopic video sequence of the game at 1920×1080i 25 fps side-by-side format. The video
signal was pre-processed using a Stereoscopic Image Processor to minimize any undesirable
3D/image effect and was produced by a professional team at Eumovil S.L. following a
professional sript. As a result, we obtained an extended report of the match similar to those
used for a standard television transmission.
Concerning the game, it was a quite decisive match that had taken place more than six
months before the beginning of the experiment (the championship had also ended by that
time). Both teams generated and/or dominated rivalry moments and dramatic moves alterna-
tively along the game. On the score, RMCF performed better than FCB during the first part
(the intermediate score was RMCF 1 – 0 FCB). During the second part each team scored one
goal, being the final result RMCF 2 – 1 FCB.
Numerous experimental studies have demonstrated that the time of exposure to stereoscopic
images has a negative impact on several oculomotor functions (see for instance [23, 29, 84,
88]). In coherence, Rec. ITU-T BT.500-13 (p.8) recommends to keep the overall duration of a
test session below 30 min (including explanations and preliminaries) to avoid the visual fatigue
derived from the use of stereoscopic video. Considering the variety of quality and Presence –
related variables analyzed in our experiment (see Appendix 1) and our focus on the impact of
the additional content introduced, minimizing visual fatigue seems critical to avoid a possible
impact of this effect on user’s valuations of the experience and of its elements. For this reason,
the overall duration of the stereoscopic video content used in our experiments was shortened to
be less than 30 min.
To be able to present more than one configuration (i.e. experimental condition) to each
participant without introducing an unnatural disruption in the game events, we decided to split
the video into two independent but consecutive sequences showing relevant scenes from the
first and second halves of the match. These sequences are referred from now on as test
sequence 1 (TS1, duration: 11′30″) and test sequence 2 (TS2, duration: 6′10″), respectively.
To avoid possible variations produced by the influence of different genres in the indicators
under study, we used these two test sequences as unique video content. As they were highly
correlated in time and content, the only way to display a coherent evolution of events was by
presenting them in the right order (see paragraph 1 in Section 5 of Rec. ITU-T P.911 [36]).
Furthermore, as our focus was on the influence of the sensory effects integrated in our test-bed,
the two sequences were presented with the same quality to all the assessors.
To complement the video content with an enhanced auditory stimulus we used a 3D
binaural audio signal that simulates the acoustic environment of the football stadium using
virtual audio sources. The audio signal was generated from the original audio recorded in the
field using the algorithms described in [53]. The resulting audio is played using specialized
headsets to evoke the feeling of being physically surrounded by the audio sources. The sensory
effects (SE) presented comprise olfactory effects (i.e. vaporizing cut grass scent) and lighting
effects, which comprise the automatic control of ambient lighting and of the room’s lighting
and blinds. In response to specific events registered during the football match, different
actuator devices are triggered synchronously to deliver specific sensory scenes. For each
sensory scene, Table 1 summarizes the associated triggering event, the sensory effects
delivered and the actuator devices used to render each sensory effect. The sensory scenes
were designed to deliver a meaningful combination of sensorial stimuli aimed at extending the
perception of the game (in particular of relevant events) to senses other than sight and hearing.
Thus, the frequency and duration of the sensory effects rendered in each case are in synchro-
nization with those of the corresponding game events.
3.3 Experimental design
To explore the potential effect of BA and SE on the quality and Presence measures considered
in our study, we defined the three experimental conditions shown in Table 2. These encompass
one baseline condition (EC3) and two treatment conditions (EC1 and EC2). In the baseline
condition participants were exposed to both sensory effects and binaural audio. In the
treatment conditions EC1 and EC2, participants were exposed to BA only (i.e. SE were not
administered) and to SE only (i.e. BA was not administered), respectively. In coherence, the
impact of BA and SE is analyzed by comparing the scores assigned by the participants to the
quality and Presence measures in EC1 and EC2 with respect to the baseline group EC3 (see
Section 4). That is, we analyze the variation in the dependent variables across groups/
experimental conditions generated by the exclusion of each of the immersive components
object of study (i.e. BA and SE).
In the first part of the experiment (corresponding to TS1), each participant is assigned
randomly (simple random assignment) to one experimental condition from the three options
Table 1 Sensory scenes and their associated sensory effects, rendering devices and triggering events
Sensory
scene
Sensory effect(s) Rendering device(s) Triggering game event
Initial The room blinds are opened






Game The room blinds are/remain closed
The room lights are/remain switched OFF
[If SE are activated] Ambient light color and
intensity










The room blinds remain closed
The room lights remain switched OFF
[If SE are activated] Ambient light color and
intensity
are controlled to create different illumination
atmospheres











End The room blinds are opened
The room lights are switched OFF
[If SE are activated] Ambient light color and






End of the game
available. Similarly, he/she is assigned randomly to one of the two remaining conditions for the
second part of the experiment (TS2). Participants did not know in which conditions they were
at the moment they participate in the experiment (see the recruiting e-mail and the explanation
provided before the experiment in Appendixes 2 and 3 respectively). The combination of the
random assignment procedure and the 3×2 configuration adopted ensures that being exposed
to a given experimental condition is statistically independent from the characteristics of the
individuals or the context (see Section 3.5). Furthermore, the kind, number and order of the
impairments (in our study, sensory effects) presented to each participant is given by the
components enabled under the assigned experimental condition and by the triggering events
in the corresponding test sequence. This design is expected to minimize the contextual effects
described in Appendix 3 to Annex 1 of Rec. ITU-T BT.500-13.
3.4 Procedure
We used a self-developed procedure inspired by ITU-T Recommendation P.911 [ITU-T 1998],
by ITU-R Recommendations BT.1438 [ITU-R 2000] and BT.500 [ITU-R 2002] and by
previous research on QoE (for a state-of-the-art review see [41]).
For recruiting participants, we e-mailed our colleagues at several research centers and
departments at the Technical University of Madrid asking for volunteers to participate in the
experiment. The e-mail, which is included in Appendix 2, provided a general description of the
goals of the experiment but did not reveal any detail on the content or the specific components
to be valuated. A Tablet PC was raffled off among the participants.
Prior to the session, volunteers provided informed consent to participate in the study and
were screened for determining exclusion criteria. They were checked for having (corrected-to)
normal visual acuity and stereopsis. They were also required to score lower than 18 on the
Beck Depression Inventory [3], to have a history free of neurological disease, head injury,
learning disability and mental or psychological disorder, not to be using any medication for
psychological or emotional problems, and not to be using any drug that could affect cognitive
capabilities. None of them was involved in the work under evaluation.
Eligible participants were provided with the Personal characteristics questionnaire (see
Appendix 1) in advance and were asked to bring it filled when they came to the lab for the
experiment. All participants were tested individually. All the experiments were conducted
under the same ambient conditions and avoiding any interruption.
Once in the laboratory, the participant was invited to sit down comfortably on a sofa and the
following steps were followed:
1. We initiated the experiment with an explanation of the goals of our study and of the
procedure to be followed. To avoid response bias, we did not reveal any detail on the
content or the specific sensory effects to be presented. Furthermore, we highlighted the
exploratory character of our study (in the sense that it was aimed to explore the effect of
Table 2 Map of experimental
conditions Experimental condition Immersive component(s) presented
EC1 BA administered; SE not administered
EC2 BA not administered; SE administered
EC3 Both BA and SE administered
the components to be presented, not to validate the implemented setup) and emphasized
the importance of providing faithful valuations. The specific explanation given to the
participants is included in Appendix 2. The participant was invited to formulate any
question he/she may have and the issues raised were clarified at the same Bgeneral^ level
than the previous explanation. The user was finally invited to enjoy the experience freely.
2. The first test sequence was launched under the first experimental configuration assigned to
the participant. Immediately, the room is automatically configured to enhance the viewing
conditions: the fluorescent lights are turned off and the shutter blinds are closed. If
binaural audio is activated, it is delivered through the specialized headsets indicated
above. If sensory effects are activated, the ambient lighting is turned on and its color is
regulated to create a calm and relaxing atmosphere. Cut grass scent is vaporized and
lighting effects are triggered at strategic moments of the game as shown in Table 1. Once
the scent is emitted, it naturally fades until the end of the session when the blinds are
automatically opened and the room is ventilated for 15 min (one session corresponds to
one EC).
3. Immediately after the end of the test sequence, the participant was asked to fill in the ITC-
SOPI and quality assessment questionnaires (aclaratory notes on the specific issues
encompassed by each component to be valuated were included in the quality assessment
questionnaire, see Appendix 1)
4. TS2 was launched under the second experimental configuration assigned to the user, with
similar effects on the room as those described in step 2
5. Finally, step 3 was repeated.
Before the session, the former procedure was tested with five individuals and operational
details were further refined to ensure a smooth course of the experiment. The data correspond-
ing to these individuals were not included in our analysis.
3.5 Sample and data
Forty-seven eligible individuals were recruited for the study: 34 males and 13 females. The
participants were aged between 18 and 54 years (X=29.6, SD=8.68), being around 70 % of
them between the ages of 20 and 35. The sample comprised undergraduate students (37 %),
postgraduate researchers (50 %) and post-doc researchers and university professors (13 %).
Considering that the majority of volunteers came from the (engineering) research university
environment, it is not a surprise that the sample resembles the demographic composition of this
environment in terms of sex, age, occupation and probably also, knowledge of the involved
technologies.
From the combination of the random assignment procedure and the 3×2 configuration
described above (see Section 3.3) we obtained a roughly homogeneous distribution of the
sample with approximately 2/3 of exposures and 1/3 of non-exposures to each immersive
component. The distribution of participants across experimental conditions in each test
sequence and the number of individuals following each possible order of exposure are shown
in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.
As discussed before, the combination of the random assignment procedure and the 3×2
configuration adopted (see Section 3.3) was expected to ensure that being exposed to a given
experimental condition is statistically independent from the characteristics of the individuals.
We confirmed this premise through mixed-design ANOVAs and chi-squared tests comparing
the individuals assigned to the different experimental conditions in terms of the user charac-
teristics collected. There were no significant differences (at the p<0.05 level) between the
individuals assigned to the three experimental conditions with respect to their characteristics.
The statistics of the personal characteristics and personality factors obtained from participants’
answers to the Personal characteristics questionnaire are presented in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8.
As expected, the majority of participants (83 % of individuals) reported to have some
knowledge of the technologies integrated in the experimental set-up. Fans and non-fans were
almost equally represented, considering the good balance of the sample in terms of football
preferences and of frequency of viewing. In contrast, the distribution of participants in terms of
team preference is quite biased. As shown, most individuals did not favour any team or
favoured other teams not involved in the game displayed (59.6 %). The rest of the sample
favoured RMCF in a first place (34 %) and FCB to a lesser extent (6.4 %). A quick inspection
to the dataset reveals that most football fans identified RMCF as their favourite team (a quite
predictable outcome considering that the volunteers live and work/study in Madrid), whereas
the majority of non-fans reported not to favour any team. Thus, although it can not be claimed
that the collected sample is statistically representative of the general population, it does
encompass a quite similar number of individuals that like and do not like the content.
Considering the influence of this factor on the media experience (see Section 2 for a discussion
on the impact of plot and narrative on the user experience), the authors consider that the sample
is valid enough to support the exploratory analysis proposed in this paper.
The factors quantifying the tendency to get emotionally involved and the tendency to get
absorbed in the sense of blocking out external distractors (see Table 8) were computed as
described in [97] from the answers of each participant to the ITQ questionnaire [102]. These
two variables, as well as the Big Five factors extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism and
openness to experience resulted to be normally distributed whereas the distribution of consci-
entiousness was approximately normal.
In a preliminary exploration we conducted a multivariate analysis on the quantitative
independent variables listed above. We aimed to reveal possible interactions between the
affective, cognitive, and behavioural factors used to characterize the individuals in our study
and, to identify highly correlated variables that could potentially hinder the soundness of the
statistical analysis to be conducted. The results are reported in Section 4 of the Appendix.
Individual preferences and habits in relation to the content were found to be positively
correlated (r = 0.75; p= 0.00) at the p<0.05 level. This outcome points to a consistent behavior
of participants in relation to their reported preferences, which supports the consistency theories
found in literature (see Section 2.1). That is, those users with a higher level of preference
towards the content have a tendency to watch football matches more frequently than those who
do not like the content or who like it to a lesser extent. As previously reported in [97], the
Table 3 Number of participants assigned to each experimental condition and test sequence
TS1 TS2 Total
EC1 (BA= 1; SE= 0) 16 14 30
EC2 (BA= 0; SE= 1) 16 17 33
EC3 (BA= 1; SE= 1) 15 16 31
Total 47 47
tendency to get emotionally involved resulted to be negatively correlated with the Big Five
personality factor extraversion.
From the two experimental conditions presented to each of the 47 participants we obtained
the dependent quality and Presence measures shown in Table 9. The two valuations provided
by each individual resulted in a total of 94 samples per variable, which were not correlated in
time and therefore can be treated as independent measures. The dependent variables were
tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test [64, 70], histograms and normal Q-Q plots.
The distribution of SP, Eng and QoSE was found to be normal and the distribution of QoE,
QoI, QoC and QoA resulted to be approximately normal.
4 Results
As introduced before, the objective of our experiment is twofold. Our first goal is to
explore the average effect of the immersive elements BA and SE on the dependent
measures analyzed. That is, on Spatial Presence and Engagement and on the Quality
of the media Experience and of its components, as perceived by the user. In a second
step, we aim to reveal possible heterogeneities (if any) of these effects as a function
of the individual characteristics and personality traits considered. In this section we
specify the models that we used to analyse the data described above, and report
results towards these two objectives. We start by discussing a base model focused on
our first goal. Then, we incorporate individuals’ characteristics to identify those with a
direct impact on the dependent measures. Finally, we interact the immersive elements
BA and SE with the individuals’ factors to reveal whether the latter may have or not
a modulating effect on the perceived impact of BA or SE. All models were coded and
estimated in STATA [82] using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).
Table 4 Number of participants
following each possible order of
assignment








Table 5 Question and responses on knowledge of involved technologies
Question 1: None 2: Basic 3: Intermediate 4: Expert Total
How would you rate your current
level of knowledge on video, audio
or home automation technologies?
17.0 % 40.4 % 36.2 % 6.4 % 100 %
4.1 Base model
In this section we measure the impact of SE and BA on participants by analyzing the average
variation in the self-stated quality and Presence scores reported by individuals in EC1 and EC2
with respect to the baseline group EC3. That is, we analyze the variation in the perceived
quality and Presence across groups/experimental conditions generated by the absence of each
of the immersive components object of study (i.e. BA and SE).
The absence of BA and SEwere coded as dummy variables taking value of one if BA/SE was
absent in the experiment. Table 10 shows the estimated impact of the absence of BA and of SE on
the perceived quality measures (i.e. overall Quality of Experience, Quality of Content, Image,
Audio and Sensory Effects). Similarly, Table 11 shows the estimated impact of the absence of BA
and of SE on the two dimensions of Presence considered (i.e. Spatial Presence and Engagement).
On average, the exclusion of SE or BA from the experimental condition did not cause
significant variations neither on the perceived QoE, QoC, QoI or QoSE, nor on the dimensions
of Presence. That is, those individuals who were randomly allocated to the groups where BA
or SE were not administered did not report, on average, systematically different valuations for
these measures in the corresponding Likert scale relative to those in the baseline group (where
both BA and SE were present). Conversely, as shown in Table 10, the absence of binaural
audio had a negative impact on the perceived Quality of Audio. Those individuals who were
exposed to binaural audio assigned higher valuations to the QoA in comparison to those who
were not exposed to this immersive component (standard stereo audio was used instead).
4.2 Introducing characteristics of respondents
After analysing the average variation in the quality and Presence measures associated with the
absence of each of the immersive components (i.e. BA and SE), we explore the impact of the
observed characteristics of individuals on these dependent variables (see Appendix 1 for a
complete list of variables collected from individuals in the experiment). We look for systematic
differences in the dependent measures (i.e. the perceived Quality of the Experience and of its
components and the two dimensions of Presence analyzed) associated to each participant’s
characteristic. Individuals’ preferences in relation to the content were coded as a new dummy
variable named ‘Football fan’, which takes value of one for those participants who liked football
Table 6 Questions and responses on preferences and habits in relation to the content
Question 1: Not at all 2: Not much 3: Neutral 4: Somewhat 5: Very much Total
How much do you
like football?




25.5 % 21.3 % 4.3 % 21.3 % 27.6 % 100 %
Table 7 Question and responses on team preference
Question 1: RMCF 2: FCB 3: Other 4: None Total
Select the option that best
describes your football team preference
34 % 6.4 % 19.2 % 40.4 % 100 %
very much or somewhat (group of football fans) and zero otherwise (group of non-fans). A
dummy variable was also defined from the reported team preferences to consider the potential
impact of favouring the winner team. It takes value of one if the individual favour RMCF and zero
otherwise. Conversely, the possible effect of favouring the defeated team could not be considered
due to the small number of FCB’s fans that participated in the experiment (see Section 3.5 for a
detailed description of the sample). Finally, we introduce the dummy variable ‘Female’ to account
for possible gender-related effects. Tables 12 and 13 present the estimates corresponding to the
quality and Presence measures considered, respectively.
There are not significant changes, with regard to the base model, on the estimates
describing the impact on the quality scales of excluding BA or SE from the experimental
condition. The inclusion of participants’ characteristics, however, produces a significant
improvement in the explanatory power of the models describing the different quality measures,
as revealed by the R-squared and F-statistic.
We found a systematic impact of the dummy variable ‘Football fan’ on the perceived
Quality of Experience, Content, Image and Sensory Effects. That is, on average, football fans
assigned higher quality scores to the Content, Image and Sensory Effects than non-fans. This
group also showed a tendency to assign higher valuations to the Quality of the overall
Experience than the group of non-fans. Taken together, these outcomes suggest that, in the
context of a multi-sensorial media experience, quality judgment is modulated by the level of
personal preferences in relation to the content.
Previous knowledge of the involved technologies was found to have a positive impact on
the perceived Quality of Content and a negative effect on the perceived Quality of Audio. On
average, those participants with high levels of technological knowledge assigned higher scores
Table 8 Statistics of the personal characteristics and personality factors obtained from participants’ answers to
the Personal characteristics questionnaire
N Mean SD Min. value Max. value
Tendency to emotional involvement 47 4.21 1.16 1.8 6.8
Tendency to absorption 47 5.02 0.98 2.75 6.75
Extraversion 47 2.46 0.92 1.0 4.67
Agreeableness 47 3.76 0.66 2.25 5.0
Conscientiousness 47 2.95 0.90 1.5 4.75
Neuroticism 47 2.37 0.81 1.0 4.0
Openness to experience 47 3.94 0.75 2.0 5.0
Table 9 Statistics of the presence and quality measures gathered during the experiment
N Mean SD Min value Max. value
SP 94 3.09 0.58 1.69 4.46
Eng 94 3.45 0.56 2.0 4.62
QoE 94 7.79 1.28 3.0 10.0
QoC 90 6.37 1.89 2.0 9.0
QoI 91 8.03 1.48 3.0 10.0
QoA 94 8.21 1.46 3.0 10.0
QoSE 58 7.09 1.65 3.0 10.0
to the Quality of Content than those with low levels. In contrast, the former were more critical
about the Quality of Audio than those with less technological knowledge.
The tendency to get emotionally involved was found to have a significant influence on the
perceived Quality of Sensory Effects. Those individuals with higher tendency to get emotion-
ally involved were more prone to valuate high the QoSE than those with lower tendency. The
QoSE was also influenced significantly by two personality traits, namely conscientiousness
and openness to experience. On average, those individuals who scored high on these traits
assigned higher valuations to the QoSE than those who scored low.
As for the quality measures, we looked for systematic differences in the perceived levels of
Spatial Presence and Engagement associated to each participant’s characteristic (see Table 13).
As in the previous cases, the inclusion of participants’ characteristics produces a significant
improvement in the explanatory power of the models describing the different dimensions of
Presence, as revealed by the R-squared and the F-statistic. A significant change with regard to
the base model emerges, however, on the estimates describing the impact on Spatial Presence
of excluding sensory effects from the experimental condition. As shown, the absence of SE













−0.248 0.042 −0.022 −0.820** 0.029
(0.328) (0.503) (0.392) (0.364) (0.437)
SE was
not present
0.013 0.067 −0.029 −0.033
(0.333) (0.511) (0.398) (0.369)
Constant 7.793*** 6.333*** 7.929*** 8.517*** 7.071***
(0.240) (0.370) (0.286) (0.265) (0.314)
Observations 93 89 90 93 58
R-squared 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.070 0.000
F test (p-value) 0.661 0.991 0.997 0.039 0.948
Standard errors in parentheses. Bold print indicates relevant effects discussed below
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
Table 11 Base presence models
Variables Spatial presence Engagement
BAwas not present −0.0194 −0.116
(0.142) (0.139)






F test (p-value) 0.247 0.682
Standard errors in parentheses. Bold print indicates relevant effects discussed below
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
produces a negative impact on the level of Spatial Presence reported by participants. In other
words, those participants who were randomly allocated to the groups where SE was not
administered experienced, on average, systematically lower levels of Spatial Presence than
those in the groups where SE was present. The fact that this effect emerges now and not in the
baseline model highlights the magnitude and complexity of the role of personal characteristics
on the user experience. By introducing the characteristics of respondents we control for the
effect of individual differences (in terms of the observed features), thereby this previously
masked impact is disclosed.
As regards to the influence of individual preferences, our models reveal that football fans
felt systematically more emotionally engaged during the media experience than non-fans.
Team preference was found to have also a significant impact on Presence. Those participants
who favoured the winner team (i.e. RMCF) reported systematically higher levels of Spatial
Presence and Engagement than those who favoured other teams.
The knowledge of involved technologies was found to have a positive impact on the level of
Engagement. In this sense we argue that the interest of technology knowledgeable individuals in the
technological innovations integrated in our testbed contributed to enhance their level of











BAwas not present −0.381 −0.192 −0.115 −0.788** 0.0515
(0.311) (0.432) (0.369) (0.354) (0.375)
SE was not present −0.148 −0.117 −0.200 −0.0700
(0.316) (0.438) (0.376) (0.358)
Football fan 0.809*** 2.162*** 0.977*** 0.507* 1.077***
(0.254) (0.369) (0.302) (0.290) (0.377)
























Constant 6.725*** 4.641*** 6.010*** 8.799*** −1.193
(0.470) (0.507) (0.901) (0.357) (2.152)
Observations 93 89 90 93 58
R-squared 0.145 0.300 0.141 0.158 0.369
F test (p-value) 0.008 0.000 0.011 0.004 0.001
Standard errors in parentheses. Bold print indicates relevant effects discussed below
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
Engagement. Two straightforward results, which are in coherence with previous outcomes, are the
positive effects of the tendency to get emotionally involved on the level of Engagement and of the
tendency to get absorbed (by blocking our external distractors) on Spatial Presence.
The personality factor extraversion was found to have a positive effect on the level of
Engagement. Those participants who rated high on extraversion experienced systematically
higher levels of emotional Engagement than those who rated low. A significant relation
between Spatial Presence and Neuroticism also emerged. Those participants who scored high
on neuroticism reported systematically higher levels of Spatial Presence than those who scored
low on this trait.
4.3 Introducing interactions between immersive components and individuals’
characteristics
In the last stage of the study we look for possible heterogeneities in the impacts of BA and SE
on the quality and Presence measures based on individual characteristics. That is, we explore
Table 13 Presence models including characteristics of individuals
Variables Spatial presence Engagement
BAwas not present −0.106 −0.199*
(0.125) (0.114)




Favourite team =RMCF 0.459*** 0.317**
(0.111) (0.122)




Tendency to absorption 0.109**
(0.054)
Personality factor: Extraversion 0.0687 0.164***
(0.059) (0.055)
Personality factor: Neuroticism 0.192***
(0.068)






F test (p-value) 0.000 0.000
Standard errors in parentheses. Bold print indicates relevant effects discussed below
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
whether the impact of excluding BA or SE had a different magnitude across different groups of
participants based on their characteristics. We introduce such heterogeneity in our model
through a set of interaction terms between the dummy variables describing the absence of
BA/SE in the experiment and the participants’ characteristics collected in our study.
After extensive testing, it emerged that the absence of BA generated different effects on the
perceivedQoE,QoC andQoI and on the levels of Spatial Presence and Engagement across different
groups of participants. We also found that the absence of SE produced different effects on the
perceived Quality of Image across groups with different levels of conscientiousness. No significant
interactions were found for the perceived Quality of Audio or Sensory Effects (see Table 14).
We found that the effect on the Quality of Experience of the absence of BA is influenced by
individual’s preferences in relation to the content and by the level of conscientiousness. That is,
the variation on QoE valuations resulting from the exclusion of BA was different for the
groups of fans and non-fans. Differences in marginal effects of BA between football fans and
non-fans reveal that whereas the absence of BA does not affect the perceived Quality of
Experience for football fans, it generates a significant drop for non-fans. In a similar way we
found differences in marginal effects across different groups based on their levels of consci-
entiousness. We found that the absence of BA only generates a significant drop in the QoE for
those individuals who scored high on conscientiousness.
We also found that the impact on the Quality of Experience and of Content of excluding BA
from the experimental condition is influenced by the level of agreableness. Differences in
marginal effects across different groups based on their levels of agreeableness show that the
absence of BA only generates a significant drop in the QoE and in the QoC for those
participants who scored high on this personality trait.
The variation on participants’ valuations of theQuality of Image resulting from the exclusion of
BAwas different across groups with different levels of emotional involvement, conscientiousness
and openness to experience. In a similar way, the impact on the perceived Quality of Image of the
absence of SE was different across groups with different levels of conscientiousness. Differences
inmarginal effects of BA and of SE across groups based on their levels of conscientiousness reveal
that the absence of BA or the absence of SE only generate a significant drop in the perceived QoI
for those participants who scored high on conscientiousness. Conversely, differences in marginal
effects of BA across different groups based on their levels of emotional involvement reveal that the
absence of BA only generates a significant drop in the perceived QoI for those individuals who
scored low on the tendency to get emotionally involved. A similar analysis across groups with
different levels of openness to experience reveal that the absence of BA only generates a
significant drop in the perceived QoI for those participants who scored low in openness.
As regards to the dimensions of Presence, we found that the absence of BA generates
different effects on the perceived levels of Spatial Presence and Engagement across different
groups of participants based on their tendency to get emotionally involved. Differences in
marginal effects of BA across these groups reveal that whereas the absence of BA does not
affect the level of Spatial Presence for participants with medium or high scores in the tendency
to get emotionally involved, it generates a significant drop for those who scored low on this
personality factor. Similarly, differences in marginal effects of BA across the same groups
reveal that whereas the absence of BA does not affect the perceived level of Engagement for
participants with medium or high levels of tendency to get emotionally involved, it generates a
significant drop for those who scored low on this personality factor. That is, the level of
Engagement experienced by those individuals who are less prone to get emotionally involved

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The objective of this research is to gain insight into the impact of binaural audio and sensory
(light and olfactory) effects on the sports media experience, both at the overall level (average
effect) and as a function of users’ characteristics (heterogeneous effects).
In our experimental study three experimental conditions were defined, one baseline condition
and two treatment conditions. In the baseline condition participants were exposed to both sensory
effects and binaural audio. In the treatment conditions participants were exposed to one of the
immersive components (i.e. BA or SE). To address our first goal (i.e. to reveal the average effect
of the immersive elements binaural audio and sensory effects on the dependent measures), we fit
a base model. The model estimates the impact of the exclusion of BA and of SE on the quality
and Presence measures considered by comparing the scores assigned by the participants to these
measures in the corresponding treatment condition with respect to the baseline group. Our
second objective was addressed in two steps. First, we looked for systematic differences in the
dependent measures (i.e. the perceived Quality of the Experience and of its components and the
dimensions of Presence) associated to each participant’s characteristic. And finally, we interacted
the immersive elements BA and SE with the personal characteristics observed to reveal whether
these have or not a modulating effect on the perceived impact of BA or SE.
Our base models did not reveal any significant variation on the dependent variables –except
for the perceived Quality of Audio- as a result of excluding binaural audio or sensory effects
from the experimental condition. By considering solely the absence of binaural audio and of
sensory effects as independent variables, our base models were not able to explain the variance
neither in the QoE, QoC, QoI or QoSE, nor in the Presence measures. In other words, the
exclusion of binaural audio or of sensory effects from the experimental condition did not
generate, on average, significantly different valuations for these dependent measures in
comparison to those in the baseline group (where both BA and SE were present).
However, after incorporating the user factors observed in our experiment the explicative
power of our models increased significantly. As could be expected considering the subjective
nature of the media experience, individual differences (in terms of the observed features)
explained most of the variation in the perceived Quality of the Experience and of the media
components and on the levels of Spatial Presence and Engagement. Furthermore, by control-
ling for the effect of individuals’ characteristics on the dependent variables, new effects
(masked in the previous models) were disclosed. Table 14 summarizes the effects found
significant for each quality and Presence measure considered.
As shown, our first hypothesis does not hold as regards to the speculated average effect of
binaural audio on the Quality of Experience and on the dimensions of Presence. Instead, a
straightforward effect of binaural audio on the perceived Quality of Audio emerged. A
significant proportion of the variation in the QoA was explained by the exclusion of binaural
audio from the experimental condition. The parameter estimates for this component are in line
with a priori expectations (i.e. negative) and imply that respondents preferred binaural audio
over standard stereo audio. The knowledge of involved technologies accounted for almost the
other half of the explained variance in the QoA. Technology knowledgeable participants were
more critical about the Quality of Audio than those with less technological knowledge. This is
probably because those participants with high knowledge (and presumably also high interest)
about technology paid a lot of attention to the implementation details. In consequence, as
suggested by previous works (e.g. [28, 41, 66], they could be more prone to detect technical
errors than not experts. The higher level of Engagement experienced by these individuals in
comparison to the one experienced by those with less technological knowledge could be also
given by their higher enthusiasm in relation to the technological innovations integrated in our
setup. The assumption that technology-knowledgeable participants deviated their attention
away from the content might also explain why these users were more benevolent in the content
quality valuations than their counterparts. In this sense, a poor attention might be behind the
omission of content-related problems.
The absence of binaural audio was found to have also a heterogeneous effect on the overall
Quality of Experience, on the perceived qualities of content and image and on the experienced levels
of Spatial Presence and Engagement. The magnitude of these effects was modulated by different
users’ characteristics, which include: individual preferences in relation to the content, tendency to
get emotionally involved, agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness to experience.
The impact of the absence of binaural audio on the QoE was different across the groups of
football fans and non-fans (see H2a.). Whereas the absence of binaural audio does not affect the
perceived QoE for football fans, it generates a significant drop for non-fans. In other words,
non-fans’ judgment on the overall Quality of Experience is more sensitive to a drop in the audio
quality than football fans’ valuations. However, considering that both fans and non-fans
preferred binaural audio over standard stereo audio, we can argue that this differentiated effect
on the QoE is not given by differences in the perceived audio quality between these groups.
Instead, we hypothesize that the impact of binaural audio on the QoE reported by non-fans
emerges partially from a higher importance of this media component in non-fans’ experience in
comparison to the relative importance perceived by football fans. As suggested by previous
findings (see discussion in [98]), the impact of a given media component on the user experience
is modulated by the relative importance of the sensory modality addressed by such component
during the media use. In our experiment, probably non-fans relied considerably on the
comments and explanations provided by the commentator and on the audio events (i.e.
acclaims, applauses, boos, blows of whistle) to follow the evolution of the game events
displayed. As football fans watch football games frequently (see Section 3.5), they are expected
to count on more trained attentional and cognitive skills than non-fans as regards to the use of
this media genre. In consequence, they are probably more efficient than non-fans on integrating
a wide amount of information coming from different sensory inputs and on interpreting and
contextualizing the resulting stimulus. Thus, for these individuals, other criteria as the amount,
accuracy, singularity or complementarity of the information obtained through each modality
could prevail when it comes to assessing the relevance of each sensory input. Additionally, the
higher level of emotional Engagement experienced by football fans in comparison to non-fans
suggests that for these individuals the experience is highly modulated by emotional processes.
In contrast, judging by the direct impact of the perceived audio quality on the overall Quality of
Experience reported by non-fans, cognitive processes (and in particular those related to quality
judgment) seem to be at the core of these subjects’ experience.
The impact of the absence of binaural audio on the Quality of Experience was found to be
different across groups of participants with different levels of conscientiousness. The exclusion
of binaural audio from the experimental condition only generated a significant drop in the
perceived QoE for those individuals who scored high on conscientiousness. A high value of
conscientiousness is usually associated to reflexive, organized, hard-working and reliable
persons [5, 40], as well as with an increased perceptual sensitivity [63]. Thus, a possible
interpretation of the impact of this trait may be that participants who scored high on consci-
entiousness were more sensitive to the influence of sensory effects and were more consistent
on their valuations than those who scored low on this personality factor.
The variation on participants’ valuations of theQuality of Content resulting from the exclusion of
binaural audio from the experimental condition was different across groups of individuals based on
their level of agreeableness. The absence of binaural audio only generates a significant drop in the
perceived QoC for those participants who scored high on agreeableness. A high value of agree-
ableness is usually related to trustful, helpful, altruist, tender-minded and modest persons. As
suggested by Sacau et al. [65], this trait could have a significant role on the suspension of disbelief,
which is also considered to favour media enjoyment [92].
In linewith previous results, we found a cross-modal influence of binaural audio on the perceived
Quality of Image. However, the effect is not homogeneous. Instead, the exclusion of binaural audio
from the experimental condition produced different effects on the perceived QoI across groups of
participants with different levels of tendency to emotional involvement, conscientiousness and
openness to experience. The absence of binaural audio generated a significant drop in the perceived
QoI for those individuals who scored high on conscientiousness, low in the tendency to get
emotionally involved or low in openness to experience. Again, those individuals who scored high
on conscientiousness were found to be more sensitive to the impact of this immersive component
(i.e. binaural audio) than those who scored low on this trait. Besides, as in non-fans’ experience,
audio seems to play a very important role for those individuals who are less open to new experiences
and/or less prone to get emotionally involved with media.
In a similar fashion, the effect on the levels of Spatial Presence and Engagement of the absence of
binaural audio was found to be influenced by individuals’ tendency to get emotionally involved.
Whereas the absence of binaural audio does not affect the perceived levels of Spatial Presence and
Engagement for participants with intermediate or high levels of tendency to emotional involvement,
it generates a significant drop for those who scored low on this personality factor. This suggests that
binaural audio may have the potential to activate emotional and cognitive mechanisms that do not
appear or that emerge with less frequency in these individuals, in comparison to those with
intermediate or high tendency to get emotional involved. In particular, it seems to favour those
mechanisms leading to an increased emotional reaction towards media and to the suspension of
disbelief that underlines the elicitation of Presence. From a different perspective, this result suggests
that binaural audio could be used to enhance the levels of Spatial Presence and emotional
Engagement experienced by those individuals who are less prone to get emotionally involved with
media, and the resulting enjoyment of the media experience. Interestingly, the impact of the absence
of binaural audio on the level of Engagement was found to be influenced also by the level of
technological knowledge. The level of Engagement experienced by those individuals with interme-
diate knowledge of the involved technologies dropped significantly with the exclusion of binaural
audio from the experimental configuration.
In contrast to themore generalized impact of binaural audio on the quality and Presencemeasures
considered, the influence of sensory effects concentrates mainly on the dimensions of Presence. In
partial support of our first hypothesis, the absence of sensory effectswas found to produce a negative
impact on the level of Spatial Presence. In other words, those participants who were randomly
allocated to the groups where sensory effects were not administered experienced, on average, lower
levels of Spatial Presence than those in the groups where sensory effects were present. As discussed
in Section 2, multi-sensorial media is expected to deliver more immersive experiences than a
traditional media asset. In our experiment, the main audiovisual content is complemented by a
meaningful combination of sensory effects, which are rendered in response to specific game events.
This approach, in combination with the physical configuration of our testbed, addresses the four
dimensions of immersion by: isolating the physical reality through ambient lighting effects (inclu-
sion); stimulating a broader set of sensory modalities, including smell (extensiveness); rendering
effects that physically surround the user (surrounding); and, ensuring a correct delivery of such
effects in terms of spatio-temporal resolution and fidelity (vividness). Thus, considering the well-
known relation between immersion and Presence, it is not a surprise that those individuals whowere
assigned to the groups in which sensory effects were administered reported higher levels of Spatial
Presence than those who were not exposed to the component. Additionally, an heterogeneous
impact of sensory effects on Spatial Presence across groups of individuals with different levels of
tendency to get emotionally involved was revealed. Whereas the level of Spatial Presence experi-
enced by those individuals who scored low or high on the tendency to get emotionally involved is
not affected by the exclusion of sensory effects from the experimental configuration, it drops
significantly for those individuals with scores around the sample average. In other words, sensory
effects increased significantly the level of Spatial Presence experienced by those individuals with
average tendency to get emotionally involved. In contrast, the sense of physical transportation
reported by those who scored high or low on this trait was not affected by the absence of this
component. Also, participants with intermediate or high knowledge of involved technologies felt
systematically more engaged in the media experience when sensory effects were administered in
comparison to the conditions in which the component was not present. Thus, technology-
enthusiastic users may feel engaged in the experience via their interest towards the technological
innovations associated to this component.
We found also an impact of sensory effects on the Quality of Image. The magnitude of this
effect was different across groups of participants with different levels of conscientiousness.
This outcome supports previous results revealing a significant impact of wind, vibration and
light and olfactory effects on the perceived quality and sense of reality of video, respectively
[25, 94]. As for binaural audio, a cross modal impact (i.e. of sensory effects on the perceived
quality of image) emerges in the experience of highly conscious individuals, who seem to be
more sensitive to the presence of sensory effects and more consistent on the related quality
valuations than those who scored low on this trait.
Our analysis revealed also a direct impact on the user experience of some of the personal
characteristics collected in our experiment. We found a generalized influence of individual
preferences in relation to the content on most of the quality and Presence measures considered.
Football fans systematically assigned higher quality valuations to the Content, Image and
Sensory Effects and reported higher levels of emotional Engagement than non-fans. Taken
together, these outcomes suggest that, in the context of a multi-sensorial media experience,
quality judgment is modulated by the level of personal preferences in relation to the content.
This effect is not limited, as could be expected, to the perceived Quality of Content or to the
overall Quality of Experience. Instead, our dataset reveals a significant impact of individual
preferences on the perceived Quality of other media components as Image and Sensory Effects.
These results are in coherence with previous findings highlighting the influence of factors as
personal relevance of the content and domain-specific interest and their role on controlled
attention allocation [41, 49, 66, 101].
Those who favoured the winner team experienced systematically higher levels of emotional
involvement than those who favoured other teams. Team preferences were found to have also a
significant influence on the level of Spatial Presence. These outcomes are in coherence with
the impact on Presence of cognitive factors as empathy towards an entity or character in the
story [67], or of identification [20], defined as Ban imaginative experience in which a person
surrenders consciousness of his own identity and experiences the world through someone
else’s point of view^ [14]. In our study, as pointed out by Decock et al., identification could
lead to the temporary adoption of the favoured team’s point of view and to viewing the world
through its role in the game. Thus, resulting in enhanced senses of Spatial Presence and
emotional Engagement. We did not find, however, any significant influence of team preference
on quality valuations, which reinforce the validity of the Spatial Presence and Engagement
constructs as global measures to explain the emotional dimension of a media experience.
Those individuals with higher tendency to get emotionally involved were more prone to valuate
high the Quality of Sensory Effects than those with lower tendency. Previous findings on the
influence of human senses on emotions suggest that olfactory effects have the potential to recall
personalmemories and related emotions in a highly vivid and strongmanner [31, 58, 100, 103]. Our
results suggest that sensory effects are better appreciated by those individuals who have high
tendency to get emotionally involved with media in comparison to those who score low on this
factor. Thus supporting the hypothesized effect of this immersive component on the cognitive-
affective assessment of the media experience. The Quality of Sensory Effects was also influenced
significantly by two personality traits, namely conscientiousness and openness to experience. A high
value of conscientiousness is usually associated to reflexive, organized, hard-working and reliable
persons [5, 40], as well as with an increased perceptual sensitivity [63]. Thus, a possible interpre-
tation of the impact of this trait may be that those participants who scored high on conscientiousness
weremore sensitive to the influence of sensory effects andweremore careful of providing consistent
valuations than those who scored low on this trait. The fact that this effect emerges in the valuations
of sensory effects and not in those provided for the other quality measures could be explained by the
innovative character of this immersive component. Unlike binaural audio, which delivers an
increased quality of a component traditionally present in the media experience, sensory effects
introduce a completely new effect. We hypothesize that the users notice the presence of this
immersive element and in consequence, build a quality judgment about it in a more objective and
focused way (in particular highly conscientious individuals). The personality trait openness to
experience describes to what extent an individual is receptive to new ideas and approaches. Given
the innovative effect introduced by sensory effects, it seems quite coherent that those participants
who rated high on openness to experience assigned higher valuations to this component than those
who rated low on the trait.
In line with previous results and a-priori expectations are also the positive impact of the
tendency to get emotionally involved on Engagement and the effect of the tendency to get
absorbed on Spatial Presence (see for instance [2, 67]).
The personality factor extraversion was found to have a positive effect on the level of
Engagement. Those participants who rated high on extraversion experienced systematically higher
levels of emotional Engagement than those who rated low. Highly extroverted individuals are
usually sociable, active, assertive, outgoing and emotionally positive. It seems that these attributes
contribute to a positive emotional appraisal of the media experience. Our evidence could not
support, however, the relation between extraversion and Spatial Presence found byLaarni et al. [44].
In contrast to their outcomes and to those of Weibel et al. [97], we did find a significant relation
between Spatial Presence and Neuroticism. Those participants who scored high on neuroticism
reported systematically higher levels of Spatial Presence than those who scored low on this trait.
6 Conclusions and future work
This paper has explored the impact of binaural audio and sensory effects on the sports media
experience, both at the overall level (average effect) and as a function of users’ characteristics
(heterogeneous effects). At the overall level, our experimental study revealed that participants
preferred binaural audio over standard stereo audio and that sensory effects increase signifi-
cantly the level of Spatial Presence.
The increased audio quality enabled by binaural audio was found to have also a heterogeneous
impact on the QoE, QoC and QoI and on the levels of Spatial Presence and Engagement. The
magnitude of these effects was found to be modulated by personal characteristics as individuals’
preferences in relation to the content, tendency to emotional involvement and levels of agreeable-
ness, conscientiousness and openness to experience. In general, non-fans and those participants who
scored low on the tendency to get emotionally involved and openness to experience and high on
agreeableness and conscientiousness seem to be more sensitive to the presence of this immersive
component. Differences across groups of participants based on the former three factors seem to be
given by a higher importance of audio in the experience of non-fans and of those individualswho are
less open to new experiences and/or less prone to get emotionally involved in comparison to the
relative importance perceived by their counterparts. Conscientiousness and agreeableness-based
differences could be explained by the increased perceptual sensitivity attributed to those individuals
who scored high on conscientiousness and by the role of agreeableness on the suspension of
disbelief and thus, onmedia enjoyment. These outcomes lead to a possible research path focused on
exploring the potential of binaural audio to enhance the media experience of these individuals.
The outcomes concerning the impact of sensory effects on the media experience were below our
expectations. Sensory effects were found to have a dual impact on Spatial Presence and heteroge-
neous effects on Engagement and on the perceived Quality of Image. The presence of sensory
effects increased significantly the sense of physical transportation (average effect). Additionally,
those individuals who scored around average on the tendency to get emotionally involved resulted to
be particularly sensitive to this effect. Also, technology knowledgeable participants felt systemati-
cally more engaged with the media experience when sensory effects were administered in compar-
ison to the conditions in which the component was not present. Thus, we hypothesize that these
users may feel engaged via their interest towards the technological innovations associated to this
immersive component. Furthermore, our study revealed a cross-modal impact of sensory effects on
image for those participants who scored high on conscientiousness.Taken together, our results
suggest that binaural audio and sensory effects could be powerful tools to enhance the user
experience with media, with emphasis on its emotional dimension. In the future we will further
analyze the impact on the user experience of stimulating a single sensory input (i.e. using only light
or olfactory effects) and of different combinations and alternative (user-centered) designs of these
effects. Several sources of inspiration can be found in literature to this respect (e.g. [58]).
The personal characteristics collected in our experiment explained most of the variation in the
dependent variables, confirming the usually neglected role of individual differences on the media
experience. Preferences in relation to the content, knowledge of involved technologies, tendency to
emotional involvement and conscientiousness were among the user variables with the most
generalized influence. In particular, the former two features seem to present a conflict in the
allocation of attentional resources towards the media content versus the technical features of the
system, respectively. Additionally, football fans’ experience seems to be modulated by emotional
processes whereas for non-fans cognitive processes (and in particular those related to quality
judgment) prevail. In this sense, our results reinforce the validity of the Spatial Presence and
Engagement constructs as global measures to explain the emotional dimension of a media
experience.
The limitations of this work should be acknowledged. Its scope is framed by the media genre
(i.e. sports – football) and by the limited resources of the research project that promoted it, which
translates into a limited duration of experiments and into content and sample (e.g. size and
composition) constraints. Whereas our sample was almost perfectly balanced in terms of
preferences and habits in relation to the sports media content, it was quite biased when it comes
to teams preference. In particular, those individuals that favoured FCBwere scarcely represented.
Thus, some of our outcomes might not be valid for this group. Furthermore, the Bmixed^ design
adopted was expected to contribute to the statistical soundness of our results by combining the
advantages of the within-subjects (greater statistical power, fewer subjects needed) and between-
subjects (lower threats to internal validity) approches. However, this configuration led also to an
increased complexity of the statistical analysis, resulting in an uncertain cost-effectiveness. One
of the main issues raised in relation to this experimental design is the possible difference between
the groups assigned to the different experimental configurations. Although our analysis did not
reveal any significant difference between the three groups, these may be different in other ways
not measured in the study. In that case, alternative statistical methods (i.e. different from OLS)
shall be applied. Also, individual interviews, focus groups and/or other qualitative methods
would have been very helpful to interpret some statistical results and draw conclusions.
Nevertheless, our work has contributed empirical findings that are worthy of further study.
These results are expected to contribute to the creation of a research framework from which
strong causal assumptions could be derived. In particular, they could support the formulation
of specific hypotheses addressing the potential of binaural audio and light and olfactory effects
to enhance the sports media experience of different user segments as a function of their
characteristics. At this point, Structural Equation Modelling could be applied to propose, for
instance, a Technology Acceptance Model. Furthermore, the Binverse^ experimental design
adopted –based on the exclusion of the immersive components analyzed with respect to the
baseline scenario– could be a promising approach to avoid the pitfalls and biases of departing
from a technological constrained scenario where any improvement can be perceived too
optimistically. From a market perspective, our results highlight the importance of a detailed
characterization of the target audience segments to enable a successful deployment of
immersive media. Thus, the collection of individual data and its further analysis, integration
and use –in a privacy-respectful framework– for the provision of personalized immersive
media experiences seems a very promising avenue for further research in this field.
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Appendix 1 Measuring instruments and factors
The measures gathered during the experiments are summarized as follows (scales in brackets).
In the case of direct scores the question asked is included preceded by a Q.
Inclusion criteria
1. Screening for (corrected to-) normal visual acuity and stereopsis:
a. Snellen Chart: screening for normal visual acuity
b. self-developed materials based on Annex 1 of ITU-R Recommendation BT.1438
[35]: screening for normal stereopsis
2. BDI-II – Beck Depression Inventory [3]: The BDI_Score was computed from the
answers of each participant to the questionnaire [1–10: normal; 11–16: mild mood
disturbance; 17–20: borderline clinical depression; 21–30: moderate depression; 31–
40: severe depression; over 40: extreme depression]
Personal characteristics
3. Previous knowledge of the involved technologies:
a. KTech. [1: none; 2: basic; 3: intermediate; 4: expert]; Q. How would you rate your
current level of knowledge on video, audio or home automation technologies?
4. Preferences and habits in relation to the content:
a. Lfoot [5-point Likert scale from 1: not at all to 5: very much]; Q. How much do you
like football?
b. Fview [5-point Likert scale from 1: never to 5: almost always]; Q. How frequently
do you watch football matches?
c. FFT [1: RMCF; 2: FCB; 3: Other; 4: None]; Q. Please select from the following
options the one that includes the football team of your preference. If you do not
have a preferred team, please select option 4.
5. ITQ measures: Immersive Tendency – ITQ questionnaire [102]. The following factors
were computed from the answers of each individual to the ITQ questionnaire as
described in [97]:
a. ITQ_Emot. Emotional involvement [continuous scale from 1 to 7]; it refers to the
tendency to get emotionally involved. It is related to the degree of emotional
reaction (either positive or negative) toward media exposure [97]
b. ITQ_Absor. Absorption [continuous scale from 1 to 7]; it refers to the tendency to
become absorbed in / focus attention on an activity. It is related to the capability of
an individual to concentrate and block out external and distracting stimuli [97].
6. BFI Measures: Personality traits – Big Five Questionnaire [5, 38, 39]: The following
factors were computed from the answers of each individual to the questionnaire (see
[40] for a comprehensive definition):
a. BFI_Extrav. Extraversion [continuous scale from 1 to 5]; it implies an energetic
approach toward the social and material world. That is, it measures to what extent
an individual is oriented toward the external world (the opposite to introvert). In this
sense, it includes traits such as sociable, active, assertive, outgoing and emotionally
positive
b. BFI_Agr. Agreeableness [continuous scale from 1 to 5]; it contrasts a prosocial
and communal orientation towards others with antagonism. Agreeable persons can
be generally described as trustful, helpful, altruist, tender-minded and modest
c. BFI_Cons. Conscientiousness [continuous scale from 1 to 5]; it describes socially
prescribed impulse control that facilitates task- and goal-directed behavior. It is
generally associated with individuals that that tend to think before acting, perform
well following norms and rules, planning, organizing and prioritizing tasks and that
are hard-working, reliable, organized and self-disciplined. The trait has been also
related to an increased perceptual sensitivity [63].
d. BFI_Neurot. Neuroticism [continuous scale from 1 to 5]; it contrasts emotional
stability and even-temperedness (low scores) with negative emotionality, such as
feeling anxious, nervous, sad, and tense (high scores). People scoring high on
neuroticism are usually nervous, insecure, anxious, vulnerable and excitable
e. BFI_Open. Openness to experience (vs. closed-mindedness) [continuous scale from 1
to 5]; it describes the breadth, depth, originality, and complexity of an individual’s mental
and experiential life. This factor is related to personality traits as adventurous, liberal,
imaginative, receptive to new ideas and approaches and having a preference for variety
Presence and quality measures
7. ITC-SOPI measures: Presence dimensions - ITC-SOPI Questionnaire [48]. The following
factors were computed from the answers of each participant to the questionnaire:
a. SP. Spatial Presence [continuous scale from 1 to 5]; it refers to a sense of physical
placement in the mediated environment and of interaction with and control over
parts of the mediated environment
b. Eng. Engagement [continuous scale from 1 to 5]; it refers to the feeling of
psychological involvement and of enjoying the content
8. Quality measures - Quality assessment questionnaire (self-developed). Subjective
quality assessment of each independent stimuli/component and of the overall QoE
[11-point Likert scale from 0: extremely bad to 10: excellent]. We provide aclaratory
notes associated to each quality measure on the specific issues encompassed by the
component to be valuated, as follows:
a. QoC. Quality of Content as perceived by the user. It encompassess issues as the plot
and the specific sequence of game events;
b. QoI. Quality of Image as perceived by the user. It encompassess issues as the image
resolution, luminance, color, sharpness, contrast and depth;
c. QoA. Quality of Audio as perceived by the user. It encompassess issues as the
audio clarity, naturalness, richness, sharpness and smoothness;
d. QoSE (only rated when SE=1). Quality of Sensory Effects as perceivd by the user.
It encompassess issues as the naturalness, richness and complementarity (to the
sports media content) of sensory effects;
e. QoE. Overall Quality of Experience as perceived by the user. It refers to the global
quality of the media experience (encompassing all the components presented).
Appendix 2. Recruiting e-mail
The participants were recruited via e-mail. We e-mailed our collegaues at several research
centers and departments at the Technical University of Madrid asking for volunteers to
participate in the experiment. We raffled off a Tablet PC among all the participants as
incentive. The recruiting e-mail reads as follows:
Dear colleague,
During the last two years our VR Group at CeDInt has collaborated with other entities in a
R&D project called ‘ImmersiveTV’. The project focuses on the creation of new immersive and
interactive solutions aimed at complementing the media content with meaningful effects and/or
functionalities.
The ImmersiveTV consortium has implemented an experimental setup integrating
some of the immersive components considered in the project. Now we focus our
efforts on analyzing the potential effect (either positive or negative, if any) of these
components on the user experience. To that end we have designed a user experiment
aimed at revealing how these components are perceived by the user in the light of
his/her personal characteristics.
xThe purpose of this e-mail is to ask for volunteers to participate in the study. The
experiment will take place in the ‘Demos’ Lab during the next two weeks. Volunteers will
be exposed to the ‘enhanced’ media content and will be asked to valuate the experience on an
individual basis according to his/her perception of it.
Should you be able to participate please contact me for further details on next steps.
Thank you in advance for your collaboration.
Best regards,
The ImmersiveTV team.
PS: A Tablet PC will be raffled off among all the participants in the experiment.
Appendix 3 Explanation Given To Participants Before The Experiment
In the laboratory, before initiating the experiment, we explained the general goals of the
experiment and the procedure to be followed, as follows:
Goals:
The goal of this experiment is to analyze the potential effect (either positive or
negative, if any) of a set of sensory effects on the user experience with media. In
particular, we aim to study how these sensory effects are perceived by the user in the
light of his/her individual characteristics. Therefore, this experiment is not intended to
validate the specific solution implemented in our test bed but to inform future research
and development works on the use of sensory effects to complement media content.
Procedure:
The experiment comprises two sessions in which you will watch a report of
the first and second parts of a football match between the F.C. Barcelona and
Real Madrid C.F. At each session, different sensory effects can be activated. We
do not expect you to be particularly alert to these effects. On the contrary, we
would ask you to relax and enjoy the experience as you would do in your living
room.
After each session you will be asked to report on the experience using a
questionnaire. Considering the previously mentioned goals we would like to ask
you to be as faithful as possible to your individual perception of the experience
in your answers to these questionnaires.
After this explanation, the participant was invited to formulate any question
he/she may have and the issues raised were clarified at the same Bgeneral^ level
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